
Cathin Davis: "The Healing Power of Nature: Friendly Sunshine and Fresh Air" 

Louisa writes about nature with a capital N 

Often portrays nature as creatures - such as flowers (the ivy was actually a character in a story) An Ivy Spray 
and Ladies' Slippers (really sweet sounding story) 

Welcoming, cheerful, human qualities (nature a friend, a source of consolation) 

Nature an escape while at Fruitlands - the saving grace 

Cathlin read my favorite quote, about Louisa feeling God for the first time while she is outside - understood the 
connection between Nature and spiritual peace 

Louisa understood instinctively how important Nature was to her life and it showed up constantly in her work. 

Nature provides: 

physical healing - cities were very dirty places (still are!) - houses heated with coal, terrible smog, many 
dangerous pollutants. 

People often escaped to the country (people of means, that is). 

Fresh air very important ("Notes on Nursing" by Florence Nightingale (see green handout) - likely read it when 
Lizzie was ill, and definitely for the Civil War nursing) 

Environment of the house (quality of the air, dirt, dust, etc.) 

Little Women - Beth went to the seashore 

Rose in Bloom - Nature and physical health 

Uncle Alec made sure she got plenty of sun, fresh air and cold water - Rose did the same with adopted daughter 
Dulce. Took her for "mountain air" - a prescription 

Jack and Jill - Jill healing from back injury - L. has lots to say about nature and healing in this story. Created 
bird room to bring nature inside - decorated to make it look like a summer garden. Improves Jill's mood and 
physical health. Looking at snowdrops (looking at nature, the visual) is healing. Air and nature together make 
the characters healthy. 

Q: How unusual was this? Or how typical? 

Morning Glories - teaches about spiders and birds in the story. Daisy ill, fallen into slovenly habits. Her aunt 
makes sure she gets outside for daily walks and immediately it improved her health. The sun is a character - 
loves personifying the sun. 

Fairy Pinafores - it's about Cinderella's fairy godmother after the wedding; not republished unfortunately. 
General moral is the rich helping the poor but Nature as a benefit for living is an underlying plot. Letting the 
children play in the fresh air makes them healthier. Once the rich share with the poor, the poor are able to 
experience the healing benefits of Nature. The rich are defined by their access to Nature while the poor are 
denied (this is very true!) 



Modern ideas regarding health benefits: 

Vitamin D (prevents rickets among other things) - not known at the time but Louisa made the connection that 
there were possible results from exposing people to Nature. 

Plants cleanse the air - house plants do a better job than air fresheners to clean the air in a home. Plants create 
oxygen and absorb carbon dioxide. 

Looking at a natural environment makes people healthier (improves mental and emotional health - the Pope 
knows this - mentions it in the encyclical!) - improves psychological health - Louisa taps into facts. 

Psychological benefits of nature 

The Blind Lark - Lizzie blind, has to stay indoors all day. Was able to see until she was - her memories recall 
Nature primarily. Lizzie took care of her sickly brother; sings to console herself. Grace from the Flower 
Mission brings Lizzie roses - strong scent - first touch and smell of nature starts Lizzie on her road to health. 
Grace describes school for the blind (Perkins). Although Lizzie is too young to attend the school, she can sing 
in concerts to raise money for the school. At age 10, she gets to go to the school. Describes Lizzie in terms of 
Nature. Associates her happiness with Nature. Lizzie is happy and transformed.  

The Flower Mission: still exists. It began with poor children asking for flowers (the flowers were going to waste 
in the city garden). Volunteers would pick flowers and distribute them throughout the city. The idea was that 
flowers helped with healing because life was so oppressive. It was a major initiative. The flowers were free. The 
idea spread to other cities. It began in Boston. 

Being in a natural environment rests the mind from work and refreshes the mind. It doesn't take much to make it 
work. 

(Industrialization began the disconnect between work and nature-just what the Pope said.) 

Nature Provides Solace in Grief 

Little Women - Beth's illness and death - many references to nature 

Jack and Jill - teenager Edward dies, nature metaphors in description - nature is comforting, the sun comes out 
after the rain. The children use nature to remember their friend. This book is particularly good at showing all the 
benefits of being in nature. 

All of Louisa's novels end with nature and end happily. Nature brings happiness. 

 

Cecilia Macheski: "Towards a New Eden: Clara Endicott Sears's Spiritual Landscapes" 

1910 Sears bought the property where Fruitlands was when she was 50, and wanted to preserve it. Museum 
opened in 1914. (Get copy of 100th anniversary book) 

Full name - Clara Endicott Peabody Sears - "Humanity must ever reach out to a New Eden." 

Bronson and Clara had mutual dreams of a new eden with new landscapes. 



Clara a wealthy Bostonian, bought  Fruitlands in 1910 and it signaled a new path in her life. She had a purpose 
in educating the public on the artifacts and what they meant. 

Shaker, Native American and American art also featured at Fruitlands. 

She wanted to represent the spiritual aspect. 

Born in 1863. Lived through Civil War, WWI and WWII, almost made it to Kennedy's inauguration. She lived 
across the street from Isabella Gardner on Beacon School. 

Descendant of two governors, John Winthrop and John Peabody 

Privately educated, very independent, never married, was a writer.  

Cynthia Barton wrote bio of her - ecumenical in faith also technically an Episcopalian. 

Christ Church in Cambridge founded by her grandfather (check on this) 

Inherited interest in Utopian societies from her grandfather 

Lived the life of a wealthy (and single) debutant. At 50 she found her true vocation. 

Fruitlands became her summer home, called it The Pergolas. It's on Prospect Hill. It was torn down after her 
death in the early 1960s 

Wrote many books, guides to her collections, philosophical/spiritual writings 

Transcendentalism was also known as The Newness. 

Abba wrote a beautiful description of the landscape at Fruitlands in her journal on day one in June. Very 
hopeful entry as they began their community. 

Isaac Heckler wrote a similar description of the community. A shared vision. 

Anna Alcott also wrote hopeful things in her journal. 

By autumn Abba's tone has drastically changed - letter to brother Charles describes what was happening. She 
was spent! 

At the end the Alcotts went to the Lovejoy home at Still River. Bronson was too impractical to run the place. 

As Louisa found God through nature, Bronson was right that it could work. Bronson was the chief mystic of the 
Transcendentalists. 

Clara published a book about Fruitlands in 1915. She still believed in the idea even though the attempt failed. 
She did not believe Fruitlands should be mocked for there was truth in it (writing about the dangers of 
materialism). 

Brook Farm is gone - only the fence line remains. 

She wrote on the spirit of place, and shows this through the museum. 



The Shakers donated a building to Clara as they became aware of their community dying out in the 1920s - her 
"vision" of a shaker ghost aligned her with the Shaker community. 

1930s, began her Native American collection--interested in the spiritual nature of Native Americans--quite 
romanticized 

Her last collection was Hudson River paintings in the 1940s - everybody thought them worthless but she had a 
vision of them being valuable, and now the collection is priceless. 

She was not an obsessive gilded age collector but collected for a purpose. 

 

Lianne Kulik: "'A Place Which Speaks the Thoughts of  Genius:' The Role of Environment in Alcott's 
Classroom" 

Relating Bronson's view of the environment in the classroom with how teachers fashion their environment 
today. 

Lianne would have married him (Jan T. would not!) :-) 

Bronson cared deeply about place in the classroom. A lot of his genius lies here. 

Observation and experience are the best educators - paraphrase of Bronson 

He required his classrooms to be heavens in the mind. 

(sacred space - yeah, totally get that) 

Creating a proper environment for the classroom is paramount.  The best learning happens with discussion. 

Education is a topic that everyone has had experience with. 

Bronson: 

self-taught- wrote letters on the floor with chalk 

in a typical school, memorization was the norm - this was not Bronson's way. 

Bronson also injected spirituality into the conversation, deeply influenced John Bunyon. 

He saw his failure as stepping stones to heaven. 

Bronson at 23 - teaching in Cheshire, CT - Cheshire Philosophical School 

Most successful attempt by sheer numbers, of up to 70 students attending daily. 

Devoured books; found Hints to Parents based on Pestalozzi (who was influenced by Rousseau who believed 
that knowledge had to be drawn out of children rather than crammed in) 

The whole idea of the classroom being like a family setting was the most important concept to him. 

Many of Bronson's concepts are still employed today. 



He sought to educate (means leading out) rather than to instruct (to thrust in). 

Bronson preferred the gentile/feminine approach to education. 

"Debate is masculine and conversation is feminine." paraphrased from Bronson's journal 

Started in Chesire by making extensive physical changes to the classroom - added individual desks with back to 
the chairs for greater comfort. 

Linked education to the home because home was where he was educated. 

Bronson had the blackboard on the wall but also reinstituted the individual slate so that each child could learn 
on their own. 

Made copies of books available to each student rather than just having the teacher reading aloud from one copy. 

He did not use the common texts of the time (speller and geography books) but chose his own, ones that foster 
conversation and thought. 

He created the first free public library in the country in his classroom at Cheshire. 

Implemented physical education (gymnastics) - using outdoor space to learn - but could be done inside because 
he made all the furniture movable. 

Many playground activities taught the things he wanted to impart.  

Very interested in children's ideas, in their very personhood. Before Bronson, children had no real childhood; 
they were workers for the parents. 

He cultivated the emotional connection with children. 

For Bronson, Jesus was the greatest teacher through parables and experience. He cultivated disciples, true 
students. 

Bronson taught geography by starting with mapping their own neighborhood to mapping the world. He made it 
relevant to them and thus interesting to him. He connected the concrete with the abstract. He was the first to do 
this. 

(right in line with what I am trying to do, connecting concrete everyday life to spiritual truths) 

Bronson taught reading and writing together, drawing vocabulary and spelling words from what they were 
reading - a wholistic approach (aka interdisciplinary study) 

He believed school should be a central part of the community where all are involved. Instituted recreational 
sports and nighttime activities. Had the first open house for parents, hoped it would unify the community 
around the school. 

 This provided an even more homey atmosphere for the school. It made what the students did important to the 
community. He brought visitors in to see the school (at the Temple School). 

1828 - Cheshire school closes; eventually makes it to Boston and the Temple School. Financial support helped 
him to furnish the school room as he truly wished. Had live plants in the classroom. 



Instituted other forms of punishment besides corporal, using discussion, having the offender strike him; using 
psychological means to achieve his goals of behavior. 

Believed in student-driven classrooms. 

His being a superintendent of schools in Concord means he was not a failure. 

Contributed to child psychology by keeping detailed journals about his daughters (except for Abby, and Lizzie 
he wrote about in Psyche) 

School of Philosophy in Concord was the culmination of Bronson's heaven in the mind. Concord was the 
central place for all of his ideas. He had the support of many friends who 'got' him. 

Concord is a great metaphor for students making mistakes and learning from them, for this is what happened 
with Bronson. It's where here in Concord he learned best and was nurtured by friends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


